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Bosque, along with Conatus warrior and Circle member
Eira, cause the original divide between the Keepers and the
Searchers by harnessing the powers of the Nether world for
their own purposes. Later, during the Nightshade series,
Bosque acts as Shay Doran’s uncle in order to keep him
hidden from the Searchers and continue his dark activities.

Bosque Mar
Rasmus de Bans

Cian joined the knights of Conatus as a child with
her sister Eira after a plague left their parents and
their village dead. Cian does not share the extreme
opinions of her sister and is not fully comfortable
with Eira’s and Bosque’s tactics.
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In Rift, we meet Alistair, a young,
impressionable Conatus warrior. He
is lured over to Bosque and Eira’s side
by promises and ends up creating the
Guardians.
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Tristan is a Keeper and a descendent of Eira.
His betrayal of the Keepers by choosing to be
with the Searcher Sarah Doran leads to the
fulfillment of a prophecy and birth of the Scion.
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Efron is the Keeper of the Bane
pack in the Nightshade novels. He
is known for his cruel and lascivious
behavior towards the Guardians.
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Logan Bane
Logan Bane was supposed to be the Keeper of
the Haldis pack. When this falls apart and he
is taken prisoner by the Searchers, he strikes a
deal with them to save his own life. He betrays
the Keepers and speaks an incantation that gives
Shay the opportunity to defeat Bosque Mar.
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Shay, human at the onset of the Nightshade
series, is turned into a Guardian by Calla. He
is revealed to be the Scion, a Chosen One
who holds the power to defeat the Keepers
and to destroy wraiths using the swords of the
Elemental Class.
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Calla is the young alpha female in the
Nightshade pack. She was betrothed to
Ren and supposed to be the alpha female
of the hybrid Haldis pack, but her rescue
of the human Shay changes her destiny.
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Emile is the Bane alpha male and
Ren’s father. He is known for his
brutality and lewd sense of entitlement towards female Guardians.
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Calla Tor

Renier LaRoche
Ren is the young alpha male in the Bane pack,
poised to mate with Calla Tor and be the head
of the hybrid Haldis pack. While Ren at first
seems cocky, he is quite vulnerable and cares
deeply about Calla.
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